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The month according
to Paul...
Joining Safe Contractor this month is
something we are really proud of. We are
always striving to improve the service we
offer to you- our customers, so this is a
great way to end the year. We can't wait to
display their seal of approval once our final
accreditation comes through.

We are are pleased to say that we have been accepted as
a member of Health & Safety specialist body,
SafeContractor.,,
As all our customers are aware,
health and safety is of
paramount importance to the
running of our business. Our
teams on the ground are
constantly in contact with tools
and equipment to enable them
to get the job done. So we are
happy to announce that we
have been approved for a
membership for Safe Contractor
and await our accreditation.
If you are not aware of
SafeContractor, they deliver a
tailored programme allowing

businesses like ours and their
customers, to gain complete
peace of mind that they meet the
right standards. SC have been
supporting organisations for over
20 years and work with over 480
businesses and 33,000
contractors.
A SafeContractor badge (which
we will be receiving shortly)
showcases our capabilities. and
levels of safety.
We hope you agree that this helps
us to demonstrate to you,
our commitment to best practice

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Just when you thought this year couldn't
get any stranger... here is a pumpkin
wearing a PJR hat! And he's wearing it just
as well as any of our ground crew. This
one was hand carved by Paul and his
family. Clearly someone thought it looked
enough like Paul to pop a hat on him,
and now who knows which is which!

We are hearing increasingly more stories of
shortages and lack of delivery drivers etc.
Thankfully we weren't too affected by the
petrol crisis in October. It was a bit
concerning seeing the huge queues at the
petrol station, but it now looks like things
are fairly back to normal. We hope it didn't
impact on any of our customers too much
and we were so glad that we were still able
to get out and provide you all with a
service.

BOREDOM BEATER

Can you solve the brain teaser?
(Answer, below)
What has cities, but no houses; forests, but
no trees; and water, but no fish?

Social Media Stories

@pjrservices

FULLY LOADED

Answer:A map!

Vans loaded and out for
another day. A bit of a
wet start but hopefully
drying up later.
#wet #morning #vans
#gardens #windows

